SCIENTIFIC TESTING SOURCES FOR
KITCORE LABS ENERGY INFUSION TECHNOLOGY
Organic Technology is the new face of science-based discovery, rooted in
the enhancement of life. At the forefront of this movement is patent-pending
KitCore Labs Energy Infusion: an all-natural, electro-magnetic molecular process
that produces therapeutic benefits inside the human body.
This proprietary process turns everyday materials into Wearable Organic
Technology, offering significant benefits to the user. Our technology gently alters
the amplitude (height) and intensity of the low-energy waves that are already
naturally emitted from inside target materials at the molecular level.
Our technology is rooted in solid science. Exploring the Psy-Tek labs website
(www.psytek-labs.com), as well as the California Institute of Human Sciences
(https://www.cihs.edu), shows the foundation of KitCore Labs Energy Infusion
Technology for scientific re-assurance of energy medicine, research, and
application of this technology.
KitCore works very closely with Mayer Pharmaceutical Labs in Phoenix
(www.mayorlabs.com), and Spray Labs in Phoenix (www.spraylabs.com).
Mayer is the mother company of Vitamist sprays.
Regarding the frequency of our tech… KitCore Energy Infusion falls somewhere
below the cell phone frequency – a very, very low energy band. Founder Dr.
Stephan “Kit” Taylor discovered a way to integrate this low energy frequency that
works ideally within the human body.
We also tested our Energy Infusion through Ball Aerospace Labs in Denver
(http://www.ball.com/aerospace/markets-capabilities/capabilities/testing) for
safety… providing a wealth of test data on our website.
(https://www.kitcorelabs.com/pages/the-science-behind-the-next-generation-smartproduct-revolution
This application is what KitCore’s Provisional Patent is supporting. We simply took
what is already present in the world that is an organic reality. KitCore Energy
Infusion Technology is found in many of nature’s habitats including the oceans,
waterfalls, running rivers, wind storms, growing plants, etc. We simply redirected
the same energy into the clothing and ultimately into the human body… generating
a multitude of therapeutic human benefits.
KitCore Labs is at the forefront of a huge consciousness shift. Many major
corporations are already pursuing the inclusion of energy producing material into
clothing they offer to the public.

Our technology is superior to anything else on the market… better in three distinct
ways:
1) We make it cheaper.
2) It is a more effective energy infusion technology.
3) It’s easier to introduce into quality products anywhere in the supply/fulfillment
production chain.
This is the scientific and logistical foundation for achieving our prime objective:
building productive relationships between dynamic visionary brands and KitCore
Labs Innovative Energy Infusion Technology.

